Captain Awesome in Space

Lachlan C.
One day, up in space, there was a hero called Captain Awesome. He was very powerful and very cool. He had found a new planet and was flying around checking it out when he saw an alien.
Captain Awesome swooped at the alien at full speed, but the alien jumped out of the way just in time. Captain Awesome turned around and crashed into him.
Just then another alien appeared behind him. Captain Awesome turned around and saw the alien pointing a ray gun at him. He knew that he could not overpower a ray gun, so he called on his mighty powers of PURE AWESOMENESS!!!
The surprised alien fired his ray gun at Captain Awesome. The bolt just bounced off Captain Awesome, who was now much larger and stronger.
Captain Awesome picked up a large boulder from nearby and hurled it at the alien. It collided with a mighty crash. The alien toppled to the ground.
Captain Awesome lifted both aliens up with all his might and flew up to the sun, far above. He threw them up to the sun and they vanished before they hit the surface.
When Captain Awesome had finished with the aliens, he looked around the planet. He thought that if it had cities and towns and civilisation, it would be quite a nice place to live.
So he summoned his powers once again. He channelled his power to create a suitable atmosphere and then he supplied it with oxygen. Next he created trees, bushes, and plants of all sorts. Then he created a large city with lots of buildings. The last thing he did was he flew back to Earth and told everyone about the new planet.
Lots of people thought it was a fabulous idea, so they went with him to the new planet, which they called Alienoxia.
The main city had everything. Buildings of all sorts, the biggest shopping malls in the universe, and when the annual carnival came, everyone went. Right in the middle of the city, there was a building which had a kids’ fun zone inside. It was called: Alien Blaster. The kids could dress up in a spacesuit and fire fake lasers at fake aliens, but they looked realistic.
And nobody worried about parking, either. Because everyone travelled in hovercrafts.

THE END!!!!

P.S. Hope you enjoyed!
The world needs your stories